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Located: San Francisco, California, USA 
Founded: 2000—2001 
Founders: Adam Lowry and Eric Ryan 

Designs, develops and produces nontoxic, biodegradable  
natural cleaning products. 

In 2012 Method Products joined the Ecover Group,  
to form the world’s largest green cleaning products company  
by sales.
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At method, we’re happy about  
what we do. Sometimes we’re  
even a little giddy. But when it  
comes to the effectiveness of  
our products, we’re dead  
serious. They work. How could  
we be happy if they didn’t? Our  
cleaners use powerful formulas  
made with naturally derived  
surfactants that work by  
dissolving and removing dirt.  
Our team of green chefs (aka  
formulation chemists +  
product designers), ensure that  
our products are not only 
highly innovative, but also  
highly effective.

Cleaning can be a chore.  
Stinging eyes, burning lungs  
and headaches aren’t just  
unfortunate side effects of a  
well-kept home. They’re  
warning signs. That’s your  
body telling you, “Don’t use  
this. This is bad for you.” Our  
greenskeeping team rigorously  
assesses every ingredient we  
use, so we can be completely  
sure of its safety. That’s why  
method’s entire product line is  
both people- and pet-friendly,  
specially formulated to put the  
hurt on dirt without harming a  
hair on you or your loved ones’  
heads.

We’re in business to change  
business. At method, we see  
our work as an amazing  
opportunity to redesign how  
cleaning products are made  
and used, and how businesses  
can integrate sustainability.  
Our challenge is to make sure  
that every product we send out  
into the world is a little agent  
of environmental change,  
using safe and sustainable  
materials and manufactured  
responsibly. Little green  
soldiers in the battle of doing- 
well-by-doing-good, if you  
will. This is why we make our  
bottles from 100% recycled  
plastic, why we constantly seek  
to reduce the carbon emitted  
by our business (and why we  
offset the remainder), why we  
never test on animals, why we  
design innovative products  
using natural, renewable  
ingredients, and why we’re  
transparent about the  
ingredients we use, how we  
make our products, and what  
our track record is as a green  
business.

Most companies treat product  
design like it ain’t no thang. At  
method, we believe product  
design is a thang. It’s very  
much a thang. So when we  
were figuring out how to  
package our products, we  
enlisted world-renowned  
designer Joshua Handy to  
sculpt some of the finest  
pieces of recyclable plastic art  
this side of MoMA. Form, meet  
function. Function, form. You  
two play nice.

Some companies might think  
that ammonia or bleach is the  
fragrance of clean. At method,  
we’re for flowers. Also fruit.  
Maybe a herb here or there.  
We’ve noticed that some home  
products lead to rapid breath- 
holding and window-opening.  
But no one holds their breath  
while slicing a grapefruit. So  
we’ll stick with that
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1. Create a Culture Club

 Use culture as a competitive advantage by branding from the inside—out. 

2. Inspire Advocates

 Don’t sell to customers, create advocates for your social mission. 

3. Be a Green Giant

 Personalize sustainability to inspire change on a grand scale. 

4. Kick Ass at Fast

 If you’re not the biggest, you’d better be the fastest. 

5. Relationship Retail

 Deliver retail differently by creating fewer but deeper relationships. 

6. Win on Product Experience

 Be product–centric and deliver remarkable product experiences. 

7. Design Driven

 Design builds leadership into your DNA.



1. Create a Culture Club _ CREATE COMMUNITY (Empathy)

 Use culture as a competitive advantage by branding from the inside—out. 

2. Inspire Advocates _ CREATE COMMUNITY (Empathy)

 Don’t sell to customers, create advocates for your social mission. 

3. Be a Green Giant

 Personalize sustainability to inspire change on a grand scale. 

4. Kick Ass at Fast

 If you’re not the biggest, you’d better be the fastest. 

5. Relationship Retail _ CREATE COMMUNITY (Empathy)

 Deliver retail differently by creating fewer but deeper relationships. 

6. Win on Product Experience _ CREATE COMMUNITY (Empathy)

 Be product–centric and deliver remarkable product experiences. 

7. Design Driven _ CREATE COMMUNITY (Empathy)

 Design builds leadership into your DNA.
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Re-framing Cultural and Technological Change / Clean / Safe / Green …



6 Stage Cultural Strategy Model ...

Cultural Strategy ... 

1. Map the Category’s Cultural Orthodoxy. 

2. Identify the Social Disruption. 

3. Unearth the Idealogical Opportunity. 

4. Collect Appropriate Source Material. 

5. Apply Cultural Tactics. 

6. Craft Cultural Strategy. 
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DESIGN DRIVEN

$30,000 
BOTTLE DESIGN http://www.target.com/s?searchTerm=METHOD&category=0|All|matchallpartial|all+categories&lnk=snav_sbox_METHOD
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5 Principles of Creating a Cultural Brand ...

Cultural Brands ... 

1. Recognise a disruption in society e.g. clean happy. 

2. Create a sense–of–community in customers e.g. people against dirty. 

3. Create an experience with the customer. 

4. Offer strong products and services. 

5. Are supported by a consistent brand infrastructure.
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